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Abstract 
Illusory contours can be induced along directions approxirnately collinear 
to edges or approximately perpendicular to the ends of lines. Using a rating 
. . . 
scale procedurf~ we explored the relation between the two types of inducers by 
systematically varying the thickness of inducing elements t;o result; in varying 
amounts of "edge-like" or "line-like" induction. Inducers for om illusory figures 
consisted of concentric rings with arcs missing. Observers judged the clarity 
and brightness of illusory figunoo as the number of arcs, their thicknessec>, and 
c>pacings were p<\.rarrH,trically varied. Degree of clarity aml <nnount of induced 
brightness were both found to be inverted- U functions of the number of arcc>. 
These reoult;; mandate that any valid rnodel of illuc;ory contour forrnation muc>t 
account for interference rdfrocts betwfXon parallel lines or between thoc;e neural 
units responsible for c:ompletion of boundary signals in directions perpendic.ular 
to the en do of thin lines. Line width was found to have an effeet on both r:larity 
and brightnesc>, a findin~S inconsistent with those rnodds wbieb employ only 
eompletion perpendicular to inducer orientation. 
Introduction 
In two recent parametric studies of factors supporting illusory con tom formation, Ship-
ley and I<ellrnan (!992a) and Banton and Levi (1992) reported that the ratio of the length 
of an illusory con tom to the entire length of a contour corn posed of inducer segments and 
illusory segrnents was a prirne factor in cletennining the perceived salic~ncc of the illusory 
contour. We say an illu;;ory contour is S'UJ!J!OTlcd where real luminance gradients specify its 
location. Thu;; we refer to the ratio of "real to illusory-plu;;-reallength" as the support ratio 
of an illusory figure. Shipley and Kellman's and Banton and LPvi's experiments ernployPd 
oolid "pacman" inducer;;, con;;isting of dark discs with a. quarter rnissing (Kani~sa., 19!\I\). 
Contom salience was found to be a rnonotonicaJly increa;;ing function of the ;;upport ratio 
for stimuli across a range of retinal size and inducer spacing. Our experirnent. ernployed 
sirnila.r illusory squares, but c-:acb inducer was cornposed of a number of concentric circles 
(with missing arcs), where both the width and number of line;; (arc;;) were varied. 
In our study stinmli equivalent to those of Shipley a.nd Kellman ( 1992a) and Ela.nton and 
Levi ( 1992) represented a limitinp; case on the related dimen;;ions of nurnber of lines and 
line spa.cinp;. While our findings confirm the irnportanc:c of the va.ria.ble (support ratio) tha.t 
these researchers invest.ip;ated for illusory contour salience, we found clarity of the illusory 
contour, as well as brightness of tlw induced ;;quare, to be an invc:rlcd-1! function of the 
;;upport ratio rather than a. rnonotonica.lly incn~asinp; function. Further, a ;;irnila.r curve 
was generated as a. function of the nmnlwr of line;;. 'l'ba.t is, unlike the findinp;B of Petry, 
Ha.rbec:k, Conway, and Lc~vey ( 198:3), who perfonned similar experiments with Ehrenstein 
type stinmli, rnorc lillf~o arc not always better. 'I'Iw type of pararnctric da.ta generated by 
these experirnents are irnportant in that they help to reveal the structure of the underlying 
rnecha.nisrns for illusory contour format.ion. The implications of our findings for the rnodd;; 
of Finkel and Edelman ( 19R9), Crossbc~rp; and Mingolla. ( 198fia,b, 1987a.,h ), Kellrna.n and 
Shipley (1991; Shipley 8z Kellina.n, 1990, 1992a,b), and Pc~terhano, von ckr Heydt, and 
Ba.urngartner ( 19R6) an~ d i;;cu;;sed. 
Iiar:kqn;·u.nd 
In a series of irnportant ncurophysiologic:a.l experirnents probing the early stageo of 
illusory contour fonnation, von der Heydt, Pcterha.ns, a.nd Ba.urngartncr (1984; Peterha.ns, 
von cler Heydt, 8z Baunwutncr, 1986; Peterha.ns &, von der Heydt, 1989; von der Heydt 8z 
Peterha.ns, 19R9) found neural rc;;ponse;; to stirnuli that yield illusory contours in humans 
in some V2 (but not VI) cells of alert rlwsus rnonkeys. On the other ha.nd, cop;nitive factors 
are undeniably inrporta.nt in rnodulatinp; the strength of illusory con toms, as clernonstrated 
by the effect of perceptual set and rnernory on contour perception (Bradley 8z Petry, 1977; 
Rock 8z Anson, 1979; Wallach Sr. Slaughter, 19R8). 'I'hat. single-cell responses to illusory 
contours are present as early as V2, however, ca.st;; doubt on the neces;;ity of postulating 
a central role for cognitive factors in illusory contour ./(!'nn.a.lion (Coren, 1972; Gregory, 
1972; 1\anizsa., 1979; Rock 8z Anson, 1~179). On the p;;ychophysical side, illusory and 
real c:ontours have been shown to play similar functional roles in several phenomena of 
early vision, including Wt aftereffect (Srnith 8z Over, 1975., 1976, 1977), apparent motion 
(von Grunau, 1979; H.arnachandra.n, 1986), orientation discrirnina.tion (Vogelo and Orban, 
:l 
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Figure 1: (a) Contour induction parallel to edges (b) Contour induc:tion per-
pendinJ1a.r to line-ends 
191\7), and motion aJtere!Tect (Srnith and Over, 1979; Weisstein, Maguire, & Berbaurn, 
1977), further supporting the hypothesis of a relatively early physiological instantiation of 
illusory contour formation. Our experiment wa.;; designed to pa.ra.rnctrica.lly characterize 
;;tirnulus relations conducive to stronger (or weaker) illusory contom formation. 
Since the introduction of illusory contours by Schumann in 1904, re;;ea.rch in the rrJonoc-
ular, static domain has centered on two basic types of of inducms of this illusion. T'he first 
type, typified by the displays of Kanizsa. ( 19f55), con;;ists of solid inducing clcJncnts con-
taining gaps consistent with an occluding figme of the sa.n1c~ lmninancc as the ba.ckground 
(Figure 1a). Cornplction of the illu;;ory c:ontom occurs collinear to supporting edgc)S of 
the inducers, and we tlms refer to this class of stirnnli as "edge type". 'fhe second class 
of inducers conr;ists of thin, inducing liJH:s perpendicular to the illusory contom as in an 
Ehrcnstcin figmc (Ebrenstein, 1941) or a. phase shifted line p;rating (Coren 1972), and 
thus will lw called "line-end type" (Figure I h), 'I' he fundamental question of our study 
is whether mechanistic differences exist in tlw processing of these two types of inducers: 
edges and line-ends. The models of Finkel a.nd Eddrna.n (19K9), Grossberg and Mingolla 
(1985a,b; 19H7a,b), Kellman and Shipley (1991), and Peterha.ns cl; a.l. (1986) make differ-
ent predictions in this regard, as we will explain. While illusory contours fonned by edge 
inducers almost invariably have grr~ater support ratios than those fonned by line-ends, the 
latter oftc~n have a greater nurnbc:r of discrc:te regions of support, as Figure I indicates. 
The juxtaposition of two such familiar Jigmcs a.s those in Figum I irnplicitly frarnes 
a. der'p question, one which has to date rcc:eivc:d inadequate attention in the literature. 
Do the two types of inducers differ funda.nwnta.lly, so that distinct perceptual processes 
measure their contribution to illusory eon tom forrnation on separate dirnensions, or are they 
extremes on oornc~ unitary dimension? lftlw la.ttcr, how are values on that dirnension related 
to strength of illusory contom induction? Crossbr~rg and Mingolla (!985a,b, 1987a.,b) 
propose that tbe boundary cornpletion proccHs that underlies illusory contour forrna.tion is 
intrinsically one of linkage of activity among nemal units of sirnilar orientational tuning 
along a. direction that is roughly collinear with tlw orienta.tional tuning of the inducing 
units. Their approach handles line-end induction, such as in Figme 1 b, by asking: "How 
4 
can the end of a thin vertical line function as a (fat) horizontal edg;e?" 'fhe medJ<UJism for 
the g;eneration of "end cuts," reviewed later in this paper, produces sig;nals in orientations 
roug;hly perpendicular to the line end that are then treated in the same manner as signals 
g;eneratecl directly !'rom horizontaJ irnag;e contrasts for the purposes of boundary completion. 
The stances of Kellman and Shipley ( 1991), Finkel and Edelman ( 19H9) and Peterbans ci 
al. ( 1986) to the question of the relation of edge am! line-end inducers differ striking;ly from 
that of Grossberg and Mingolla. In these approaches the primary detenninant of illusory 
contour formation is the alig;ned termination of two or more contours that a.re themselves 
perpendicular to the induced illusory contours. (See Fig;ure 2.) 'fhe leng;th or orientation 
of fat edges that are collinear with induced illusory contours may be an irnportant modifh:r-
of induced brightness or illusory contour saliency, but the collinear edg;es are not logically 
treated as inducers a8 such. 1 Only line-ends or spatial discont,irmitie8, such as corners of 
lmninance contours, play this rolr: in contour fonnation. 
'I'hat t,he l'ew exi8ting; computational rnoclcls dealing; with illu8ory contour formation 
should have ouch different assessrnents of the funclarnental relation ol' cclg;e and line-end 
inducers spurred us to conduct an ernpirical investigation of relative efficacy of each inducer 
in contour formation and brig;htness induction. Our stratc~g;y was t,o constnrct fig;ures with 
varying cleg;rees of line-end and edge incluct;ion by nra.king inducing lines (curves) thinner or 
thicker. For displays on a video display screen, a. thin vertical line is rendered as a colurnn 
of (approxirnately rectangular) pixels. Treating this as the thinnest line in our experirnent, 
thiclwr lirws were generat.c~d using additional adjacent cohrrnns of pixels. As a vertical line 
g;rows t,bicker by thi8 proccxlure, however, the horizont,a.l bot,Vrnr beconJeo rnore cdg;e-likc 
on larg;er and larg;er 0cales. 'I'hat i8, a receptive field tuned to horizontal irnage contra.8ts 
would be directly stirnulatccd at the end ol' Uw vertical line. By oystematic exploration of 
l'mrrilies of illusory contour clio plays with differing proportions of line-end or edgcc induction, 
we hoped to better under;,tand the functional roles of the two types of inducing; ekrnents. 
Concentric r·ing sfimu/i 
In 1971 Varin presented a sLirnulus sirnila.r to Ure one depicted in Figure :3, converting; 
standard edg;e type inducers of a. Ka.nizsa. square to a mrrnber ol' lincc-end inducers by 
replacing thccrn with partial concentric circles. Several rcsearclwrs have~ ;,ince reported on 
the relative 0treng;ths ol' thi8 type of illusory contour;, with respect to sirnilar stimuli wit;h 
solid inducers. Halpern (1981) studied solid <UJd concentric 1\anizsa figures, finding sirnila.r 
illusory contour clarity and fig;um brig;htness for the two typccs of fig;ures. In a. comprehensive 
comparison betwccen a variety of config;urations which g;ivr~ ri;,e to illu8ory contours, Halpern, 
Salzman, Harrison, and Widarnan (198:3) found a. Kanizsa square with six-ringed inducers 
1In a po:::ter presented a.L the lD92 European Ccmference on Visual Perception in Pisa, Hfdt.ger, von der 
Heydt, li,osenthaJer, Peterhans, and Kubler (HH)2) presented sirnulations of illusory contour fonnat.ion that 
ern ploy a rnodiflcat.ion of the Peter hans ct al. ( 1 98()) rnodel t.ha.t. is closer to the Urossberg and M ingolla 
(l985a,b) rnodel than to that of Peterha.ns ct. al. Spec.iflc.a.lly) ''pa.ra.)' groupings along the direction specified 
by tlw orientations of edge::; are ernployecl a.iong with "orthd) groupings perpendicular to line ends. Para. and 
ortho groupings a.ppea.r to be computed as separate quantit.ies 1 hovvever, and are pooled for t.he purposes of 
c.omplction in proportions set by a free pa.ra.rnetcr unlike the case in the Grossberg and Mingolla rnodcl, 
where network dyna.rnics ckterrnine the strength of J.H·:rpcndinda.r induction of groupings at line ends. 
a b 
Figure 2: (a) In the modd of Pc:terhans, von der Heydt, a.nd Ba.umgartner 
(191':6) signals for n'al and illusory contours additive:ly converge a,t the same; neuron 
().;neuron). Illusory contours arc gementted by cudstopped cells that lie along a line 
perpendicular to their pref<;rred orientation. Pairs of these; cells multiplicatively gat<' 
one another he;fon; progn:ssing to tlw r1niiicd real/illusory representation at the ).; 
neuron. (b) End-stopped cells respond to the eorners in a Kani>:s<t figure leading 
to illusory contour f(Jrmation. (i\da.pte'd with permission from Pet<;rhans & von der 
Heydt, 19k9) 
had a significantly lower clarity than a display with cornparablc solid inducms. Wann, 
Dernbcr, Padich, Beckner, and .Jom:s ( 1987) found the two types of inducers corn parable 
in efficacy over a range of illunJinat,ions. In addition, evidence suggests that concentric 
ring inducers can result in signilican(,]y greater illusory brightening dl'ect.s than their solid 
counterparts (Frisby & Clatworthy, 1975; Varin, 1971). 
The concentric ring Varin figure provides Uii with a vchic:le for testing t.lw relation be-
tween linc-endii and edges. Specifically, we can study the effect of varying the mnnbcr of 
lineii and the width:> of thcfw lines to dctcnnine the relative contrilmtiono of thcoc factors 
to the strength of illusory contours and I. he hrightncso of illnoory figun:s. Figure 1 provides 
examples of the type of stirnnli usc~d in our expcrirnent. As described in detail in the Gen·· 
~~ 
~~ 
Figure 3: V<Hin's line-end counteqmrt to the I<<Wi%s<C .1qua.re 
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Figure 4: Exa.mpl(~S of !)timu]i l~mploynd in tlw <~XJH~rinwnt.. Actual stimuli V·N~re 
produeed on a computc'J· monitor whose. pixel resolution, 121-:0 hy 102~, was coa.rsc>r 
than tbn resolution of tlw laser print<:~r uS(I.c] to g<~nnrate these images. Lirw widths) 
number of lines, <UHl stimuli size (no\ ci<'picV'd) weH' sys\l'nnctically va.rh•d. 
era! Discussion section, the models of Finkel a.nd l•>lelrna.n (HJ89), Grossberg a.nd lvlingolla. 
(1985a,b), Kellman and Shipley (1991), and Peterhans cl nl. (1986) predict different ef-
fects for these types of configura.l variations. Although Finkel and Edelman, Kcllrnan and 
Shipley, and Peterhans cl nl. do not trc<et the issue of the thickness of lines explicitly, their 
articles appeM to treat thin lines as if they possess a. single discontinuity at their ends 
and thick lines as if they possess discontinuities at each corner of their ends. Altering the 
width of lines should have little effect on perceived clarity or brightness, according to the 
line .. end or discontinuity models, until the linc:o arc so thick that they have two functional 
corners (or discontinuities). We can construct pairs of stirnuli which have all their discon-
tinuities in the same absolute positions but different edge lengths, a:o Figure 5 indicates. If 
discontinuities are indeed the only contributing factor to illusory contour formation, then 
comparisons of clarity between these "discontinuity equivalent" pairs provide a direct test 
of the theory. In addition to thi:o type of equivalence., we also rnay ob:ocrvc :octs of "figu· 
raJ equivalent" stimuli which diifer only in retinal size, thus allowing us to determine the 
validity of Shipley ancl Kellrnan':o (1992a) support ratio hypothesis for non-solid inducers. 
7 
Figure 5: Inducing elements are said to h(~ "discontinuity equivalent" if discon-
tinuities ··· line-ends <Wd corners fall in r'x<u:tly the same place. Two pairs or such 
stimuli ane shown in this figure, with the compound or Pach pa.ir shown hl'low to 
indicatt~ tht~ t~quivalence. 
Psychophysical shulics of illusory contour sin:n.glh 
Petry, Harbeck, Conway, and Levey (19S:l) pcrfonnccl a pararnetric study :;irnilar to 
our:>. As in our experiment Petry d al. varied the number and width of inducing lines to 
determine the effect of such changes on the clarity and brightness of the re:;ulting illu:;ory 
iigure. Rather than 1\ani~sa figures (Figure I a), however, thr~ rc:>earcber:; employed Ehren-
:>tein figure:; (Figure I b). Petry ct al. found that illusory brightne00 was an increasing 
function of the nund.wr of inducing lines, while at the sarne time being a.n invertr:d-U fun<:·· 
tion of support ratio (r:a.lkd "area" by the r<~searchcers). That i0 to say, a cnrtain support 
ratio (approximately 0.4) yielded the brightest illusory figtrres and increasing the number 
of Jines while rnaintaining the sarnc support ratio produced increased brightness, Clarity 
was found to have significantly different dependencies than brightness. While the number 
of line:; had very little r'lfcr:t on the clarity, the support ratio had a positive correlation with 
the clarity. Clarity increased with support ratio until about 0.4, at which point it leveled 
out and remained constant. Note that this clarity function differs from the linear rela-
tion observed by Kellman and Shipley (1992a.) using edge inducer:>. In anotlwr study with 
Ehrenstein ligures, Sambin (1980) found clarity to be partialiy dependent on the nurnbcr 
of lines, monotonica.Jly increasing with this pararneter to eleven line:;, the largest nrunher 
te:;ted. Petry ci nl. ( 198:3) do nov~ that clarity is sorncwhat dependent on the nurnber of 
lines when they are extrernely thin, a fa.ct which may reconcile thesr~ two findings :;incc 
Sa.rnbin's line;, were roughly one third as thick as the thinnest of Petry cl. o.l. 
There are funda.rnenta.l diiferenr:ns between our experiment and that of Pntry c/; al. 
(198:3). While that study was an importa.nt paranletric inve:;tiga.tion, methodological con-
founds exist in their a.ttr,rnpt to measure clarity of ill11.sory contours. U:>ing display:; web 
as those of the Petry ct al. :;tudy, if one were to hold the number of lines eonsta.nt and 
increase their width, the stimuli would eventually approach a. r-eal circ:le as the support 
ratio approached 1. In our experirncnt the sarne linrit would result in a standard Kaniz:;a 
configuration ·· ;;till an illu;;ory figure. Petry ct al. u;;ed only a single radius in their ex-
periment, leading to a confounding of the effects of number of lines and line density and 
. . 
between support ratio and absolute amount of support. Clarity measurements by Petry ct. 
a.l. were made between the inducing line;;, while clarity measurernents in our experiment. 
were always within the central gap. 'l'he inducers used in thr,ir experiments were not strictly 
lines, but rather lines truncated by the inner circular region such that thick lines had a 
clear concavity at their ends. No atternpt was made by Petry ct al. to line up corners and 
line ends in different stimuli to make the stimuli "discontinuity equivalent", and the use of 
only one size rendered "figmal equivalence" impossible to measure. 
Experiment 1 
811.bjcr:ts 
Five rna.le graduate student volunteers participated in the experiment, ranging in age 
frorn 2:l to :n years. 'I'hesc' o;tudents were fa.miliar with illusory figmes, although all were 
naive to the purposes of tlw experirncmt. All observers had norrnaJ or COITected .. to-norrnal 
vision. 
Sfimuli 
Experirnents were conducted on a Sun color monitor driven by a Sun SPAH.Cstation 2. 
Observers were seated cornfortably approxirnatcly l.!l rnetcrs from the screen. Observation» 
were binocular with observers allowed to rnove their head and eye;; freely. Stimuli were 
presented in the center of the o;crccn with a n1ean background luminance of 1.10 cd/m2 and 
a. :300 to l contrast of background to ;;tirnulus. 'I'he maximum variation in mean lmninancc 
due to changes in line width wa;; under 7 perc:c,nt. 
Each display consisted of fom concentric-ring pacrnen with varying nmnber of liiWS and 
line widths, exarnplco; of which are given in Figurro 1. Three stimulus siy,es were ernployed, 
with inducer radii of 27', 55', and I"!JO', corresponding to radii of :32, 64, <tnd 128 pixelo;. 
T'he gap between inducers wao; always equal to the racliu;;, leading to illusory squan)s of 
side 1"22', 2"45', and 5":3!'. For each radiuo; inducc,rs with I, 2, 4, 1\, IG, and :32 lines were 
cmployc'd with widths of 0.9', 2.6', 4.:3', 7.8', 14.7', 28.5', 56.2', a.nd l"!JO', corresponding 
to pixel widths of l, :3, 5, 9, 17, :3:3, Ci5, a.nd 129. In addition, each inducer contained a 
very small "anchor" pa.crna.n of 2.6' diarneter (:3 pixels) to a.icl in corner localization (Day 
& .lory, 1980; Minguzzi, 1987). Every cornhination of line width and nurnber of lines was 
used for each radius, contingent on the particular pa.ir being poo;sible without line overlap 
or significant aliaoing, cauo;ed by drawing a.rc:s on a rect<tngular pixel grid. 'l"his implies 
that for larger radii, rnore and thicker lineo; were used. These criteria led to a total of G2 
stimuli. Note that the line widths in pixels are powers of two plus an additional one in 
order to ensure that the ends of thin lines 1<1y in the·) sarne position as the corners of thick 
lines (as in Figure 5) in the quantized rnonitor display. T'he above combinations led to l!i 
distinct diocontinuity equivalent pairs in which line "corners" in the same loc:a.t.ions and l!l 
figural equivalent triplets which differed only in retina.! size. 
~0~~~~ ~~~ 
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Figure 6: Stimuli employc"d in the instructiono to oboervers 
Proccdnn: 
Observers were provided with the following instructions and visual aids for the clarity 
judgernent task: 
You will be presented with a. numbc'r of stimuli a.nd asked to ra.te the otrength of 
a pa,rticular feature. Before you h(~gin tile actual CXJ)erinl(~nt, scvera.l exa111pl(~ stimuli 
will he shown in order to hdp ch'iine tlH' feature that you will be asked to r<LW. [Figure 
6a displa.yc~d] lvla,ny ohs(~rvers JWI'C(~ivQ. a triangle in the center of this display. Ewm 
though there an" no real lumin<tnce gradiento <tlong parts of tlw boundary of this 
triangle, it nmy he seen to have continuous sharp edges and may aloo appemr brighter 
than the' background. 
You will be> shown stilnuli simila.r to this and asked to rate tlw "clarity" of tlw 
contour. By cl<trity is nwant the' slmrpllc'ss or c:rispness of the edge of the figure. 
Note that chnity is diff'c:rent from "brightness", a.s the JH'xt two figure's will help to 
illustrate. 
[Figure 0h diopbycd] In this figure you nmy <dso perceive a tri<tngular form. While 
the edge of tlw J(mn hao a c:c'rtain clcgrc"e of clarity, you pmbahly will not pem:c,ive the 
triangular form ;cs noticeably brighter than the background. Many observers would 
give this figure a low brightness rating and <\.!J intermediate clarity ra.ting. 
[Figure 6<: displayc~d] You may p<~rcnivo a circular figun~ abov<~ whieh is hright<-~r 
\han the backgronnd but docs not ha.ve a distinct border. Many observers wonld give 
this ·figun~ a low clarity rating and <Ml inter1J.wWate bright1ws;; rating. 
Eacb stimulus that you an~ shown \Vi11 have a square interior region. F'or oaeh 
stimulus you wiii he prompted for a. c:la.rity rating. Specifically, you a.re asked to rate 
the ebrity nea.r tlw mid-points of' the edge of tlw sqmnc. 'l'he c:htrity rating should 
be a, num lwr lwtweon 1 and 9, with higher num h<~rs meaning gn-!atcr clarity. '.l'ry to 
usc~ the entire ra,ng<~ of vahws ov(-~r tlw course of tlw nx1wriment. Ignore variations in 
brightness of the figure and rate only tiw cla.rity or ca.ch figurce's edge. 
For the brightnc)oS estimation task, the following substitution;; were rnade: 
10 
[In plaee of the 2nd paragraph a.hove] You will hl' shown stimuli similar to this 
and asked to rate the "brightness" of the ligun' with respect to its baekground. The 
sharpness or erispness of tlw edge of tlw figure is refened to as its "clarity". Note 
that brightness is different from claxity, a.s the next two figures will help to illustrate. 
[In place of the 5th paragraph above] Each stimulus that you are shown will havl: 
a square interior region. For each stimulus you will he pronrpted for a. hrightrwss 
rating. Tlmt rating should represent the brightness of the entire squ<tre region. Tlw 
brightness ntting should bl' a number betwemr 1 and 9, with higher uumbers llllea.ning 
greater brightness with respect to the background. Try to use the entire range of 
values over tlw course of the experiment. Ignorl' the variations in clarity of the 
figure's edges and rate only tlw brigbtrwss of the square interior region. 
After verbally ascertaining that \he ob:>crvers nnderstood the instmetions thoroughly, 
each observer progre:>sed through the 62 stirnuli at his own paee, with a 1.5 second blank 
display between each estimation. Observers typically took less than 15 minutes to accom-
plish the ()2 estimations, after which the proce:>s was repeated three nrore times, with the 
estimated feature being switched from clarity to brightne:>s (or vice ver:>a.) ea.ch time. The 
initial fe<tture was alternated between observers. Four such sessions, spa.eed over four days 
yielded eight repetitions each for c:larity and brightness. 
Hcsulls and 1i'l:scussion 
All observers ;,bowed similar distribution:> of respon:>es across tasks and conditions. In 
the ANOVAs wit.h more than two degrees of freedorn for cxperirnent.al factors shown in 
Tables I and 2 or reported in the text, betwelm subject variance was never more than 
40and was typically rnuch le:>s. Figme 7a depicts the pooled rnean clarity as a function 
of the line dcnsdy, defined a.s the number of lines per unit length within the inducer, for 
radius 128 pixels, with Figme 7b depicting the rnean clarity for a single observer along 
with bar:> indicating t.he standard error. Each line in the:>e plot:> indicate:> a con:>ta.nt line 
width, leading t.o a family of overlapping ('.urve:>. The corre:>ponding curves for mdii of :32 
and G4 pixels have the same invl,rted-\! structure, with Figure 7c showing the position of 
the optimal line density for each radius ·the position of the inverted-U peale Repeated 
rneasmcs F ratios were con1put.ed for differences in line density for each of the curves 
in Figure 7a., a.nd all showed statistically significant differences in clarity ratings across 
density conditions (JJ < 0.005 for all cornparisons). Two out of five of the corresponding 
comparisons were statistically significant for radius G4 displays. None of the comparisons 
for radius :32 displays were statistically significant, though the curves contained far fmver 
data points for this condition. Table 1 indicates all the F ratios for both clarity and 
brightness with line density as the variable factor and line width and radius held constant. 
The inv!Tlcd-1! shape of these cnr·vcs indicates that for· ratings of clarity there i.o a.n optimal 
number of lines (i.e. rnore is not always better). The optimal line density decreases with 
increasing stinmli scale, but not so rrmch as t,o remain consistent with a scaling hypothesis 
in which stirnuli differing only in rnagnification would have constant clarity. For exarnple, 
while the radius quadruples, the optirna.l density only halves, where ouch a hypotbe:>is 
would predict a quartering. The optimal density at, the smallest radiu:> occur:> when there 
are two lines spaced 14.7' apart, while at the largest radius the opt.irnal clarity is oboerved 
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Figure 7: (a) Clarity as a function of line density, pooled over five observers, at 
radius 128 pixels (b) Clarity as ''function of lirw d(msity for a single observer (HR) 
at nvlius 128 pixels. Bars indic<tte the stmHiard error. (c) Optimal line dmrsity as a 
function of induer>r radius 
Radiu~ 
with four lines ;qmced at 2H.5'. Note that for the thinnest line (width of I pixel), clarity 
continues to increase to tlw highest density rnea.sured, a trend which holds over all radii. 
Figure 8a displays pooled mean clarity n1tings as a function of line width at radius 12H 
pixels, with nurnber of lines held constant. (Figure Hh plots means for one observer). While 
the overlaid curves of the line density plot (Figure 7) might seenr to indicate a rninimal 
width effect,, this rnethod of displaying the data reveals that clarity ratings gradual increase 
to a plateau with increasing width, ao in the experiments of Petry d al. (198:3). Difference;; 
in mean clarity ratingii acroos widths were statistically significant (p < 0.05) for comparisons 
at all radii for rno;;t individual piotr> with more than two widths. The F ratios for clarity and 
brightness with line width as Ure variable factor and radius and line density held constant 
arc provided in T'a.ble 2. 
Support ratio had an effect on clarity, yir:lding inv(:rt.<orJ .. U curves with increasing ratio, 
but a strong effect of number of line;; and radius elirnina.ttos the sirnplc linear increase in 
c:larity which Kellrnan and Shipley ( J 992a.) observed with increasing support ratio. 'fire 
effect of radius can be obsc:orved in that of J!\ figural equivalent triplet;;, differing only in 
retinal r>ize, differences in mean clarity were statistically significa.nt (p < (J.05) in 6 cases 
(prirnarily in those with few linc:os), all in tlw direction of decreasing clarity with increasing 
radiu;;. Indeed, there wa;; a decrease in mean clarity with increasinp; stinmlus :>ca.le (radius), 
a finding supported hy the work of Dumais and Bradley (1976). In short, daTity is not 
constant foT constant snpport m.tio when the snppoTt is eomposcd of m.uli'iplc line ends. T'lw 
optinml inducer had radius 128 pixels, 4 lines of width 9 pixels for a clarity ntting of 6.7, 
much greater than the 1.H75 rating for tire solid inducer figure of Lhe sa.rne radius. 
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Table I: ANOVJ\ - Clarity and brightne0s for line density factor 
Line Degrees of Clarity Brightness 
Radius Width Freedom F Ratio p< F Ratio p< 
:32 1 F':3,'l2 1.6277 ~.2195 0. 025 
:12 :l F:1,12 0.8725 6.9251 ().() 1 
:32 5 F'2,8 2. ]()70 lG.5:lGG 0.005 
G4 1 F:t,lG 1. 7971 6.2:301 0.005 
64 :3 F':-~,12 2. 789:l 17.871 :l 0.001 
()4 5 }i"\12 (i. 004:l 0.025 8.0881 0.005 
()1 9 F2,s 7.6458 0.025 20.22:l5 0.001 
128 1 F!i,2o 9.1897 0.(101 5.1G25 0.005 
128 :3 J-i'1,l(:i l.:lJ2(i 0.001 10.6908 0.001 
128 5 Ftl,lG 7.601\8 0.005 I l.S:l24 0.001 
128 9 F\12 0.4·169 0.005 18. 97G7 0.00 I 
128 17 F\~.s 5.56:39 0.001 27.2158 ().()01 
-------·-·---------- --·~------.. ·----·-·-
Table 2: /\NOVA Clarity and brightness for li1w width factor 
Radius 
:l2 
:32 
:l2 
li4 
G4 
64 
G4 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
Nmnber 
LiilCB 
1 
I 
2 
4 
I) 
1 
2 
1 
8 
IG 
Degr(~~s(if ___ {Sfa.rity-- Bright ness 
Fmedom F Ratio p < F Ra.tio p < 
F ;:;~------- -ITT 240'-~0 .00"0 1c-----.4 .~2"":l7c;;8c----:l:;-;J. 0 1 
F:1, 12 10.2:l9li 0.005 8.:lli14 0.005 
F2,R 4.81\42 0.05 0.(i4:30 
FG,21 4.02:39 ().()\ 1. 7011 
F1, 1r; 10Ji859 0.001 4.9959 
F:l,l2 :l.GO:lO 0.0~ I .0079 
F2,R 
F7,28 
Fs,2o 
F'rl,1G 
F:1,12 
0.00:39 
4.I\G81 
li.G20li 
5.Hi6r, 
l .:l551l 
0.1169 
O.OO!l 
0.00 I 
().() l 
0.2875 
l.J4(i(i 
2.208:1 
:l.92:l9 
2.:l042 
0.0995 
().() 1 
O.OO!l 
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Figure 8: (a) Clarity as a function of line width, pooled ovc~r five observers, a.t 
radius 12H pixels (b) Chnity as a function ofline width for a single ohservcer ( H R) at 
radius l 2K pixels. Bars indimte the standard error. 
The equivalent line density brightnc"';s plots arc shown in Figure 9. Note the high 
correlation between clarity and brightness, as reported often in the literature (Petry d 
a.l., l98:l; Watanabe 8!. Oyarna, 1988) As with clarity we observe an invertcd-U with line 
density/number of lines. A repeated mt\\.Surcs ANOVA verified Uw cofFee\ of line density 
(Differences for all c:ornparisonB with more than two dcnoities were :>tati:>tically Bignific:ant, 
J! < 0.025). Again, the shift in optimal den:>ity observed with changing radiu:> (which i:> 
exactly the :>arne as the ;,hift depicted in Figure 7c) is not con:>iotcnt with the :>irnple scaling 
hypothesis ( diffcrenccos in figural equivalent cases wercc statistic.a.lly sig;nificant, p < 0.05, in 
8 of the 15 tripltots), with peaks in brightneoo occurring at the <mrne line c;pacings ao dwoc 
in clarity. For brightness the invnrted- U io c;ignificantly In ore pronounced and io obc;erved 
even for the thinne<>t of Iince;. The plot,; of brightness as a function of line width strongly 
re<>crnble those of the equivalccnt clarity plot<>, with the exception of a sligbt downward trend 
for large widths. Ao with clarity the opLimal c;tirnulus did not eonsic;t of c;olid inducer,; (7.175 
for 4 lines of width :J pixels versuc; 1.:375 for solid inducers). 'fhus the optirnal brightnec;c; 
occurs at a specific width and number of lintos, with brightness dccrea.c;ing when eitlwr of 
these pararneters varies. 
Figure 10 depict:> brightness for each radiuc; as a. function of support ratio, defined for 
thic; stimuli as the line width rnultiplied by thn nurnber of lines and clividcxl by the twice 
the radius plus the gap, with width hdd con:>tant. Again we obc;erve little of the rnonotonic 
structure reported by Kellman and Shipley ( 19D2a) for clarity with solid inducerc;, with a 
clear effect of pararneters other than tlw support ratio and an inverted- U shape for each 
line-width curve containing :3 or rnore points. It. is interesting to note, however, that a 
single envelope can encompass the peako of the curvec; at all scalec;. That is, for a given 
support ratio we can describe the rnaxirnmn brightness for any scale through reading ofF t;he 
value on a srnooth curve linking the plotted peaks, although the particular cornbination 
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at radius 128 pixels (b) Brightness as a function of line density for a. single observer 
(IB) at radius 128 pixels. fhtrs indicate the sta.uda.rd error. 
of number of lines and line widths required to achieve this rnaxirnurn cannot he easily 
deterrnined. The implication of this finding is that the support ratio is indeed an irnportant 
factor, dcterrnining Uw rna.xirnmn possible brightness of Uw illusory figme, but not the only 
factor. Note also that overall mean brightness changed little with changing stirnulus si~e, 
consistent with the findings of Siegel and Petry (1991). 
General Discussion 
'fbe data generated in our c~xperirncnt arc not inconc:ist<~nt with that of Petry cl al. 
( 1 98:l), but our stimulu;, rnanipulation;, aJl'cml ;,cveral modifications of their conclu;,ion;, 
regarding illuoory contour induction. Although in om c:xpcriment brightnc;,;, wa;, roughly 
monotonic with increasing line width, which can he mapped onto support ratio for constant 
number of linc'8 and radius, it did not incrcm;,c~ rnonotonic:ally with inc:rca;,ing nmnber of 
lines, a.s in the Pc-:try d. a.l. study. For rna.ny width;, and radii, brightne;;s c;tarted to dcocrc.ase 
with more than four lines. The nrinirnurn line spacing (rnaxirnurn dcnc;ity) employed by 
Petry ct al. was approxirnately 17.7 minutes of visual arc:, a spacing cloc;c-:r than used for 
stinnlli yielding peak ratings of brightness and darity ratings in our study at radii of :32 and 
64 pixels. Perhaps their linn dnnsity was not quite high enough to observe tlw decreasing 
region of the inverted-U, but rnorn likely this clifl'erencc re:;ulted frorn the t.ypec: of stimuli 
used in the rcopective s\uclieo. Recall that they u;,ed an Ehrcnstein configuration whereby 
the addition of inducing linc~s would ultirnately re;,ul\ in a "real" contour. 
The clarity plots generated in our expc~rirnent resernble those of Petry ct al. in that 
clarity is all increasing function or line width to a. saturating limit, but differed in that 
the number of lines had a significant efFect. While om data exhibited a clear invertecl--U 
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Figure 10: Brightness as a. function or support ratio, pooled over five observers, 
at ea.c:h radius 
with number of lines, theirs appears to he virtually flat. Our c:larity data leads to direct 
tests of the fom models mentioned in the introduction. Specifically a model nmst be able 
to explain the non-rnonotonicity of clarity as a function of the nurnber of lines and the 
increase of clarity to a plateau with increasing line width. Before assessing the capacity of 
the models t.o explain these data, an account of c.aeh pa.ra.digrn is provided. 
The model of FinkrJ and Edelman (19~9) has its roots in a. prelirnina.ry model sketched 
out by Peterha.ns, von der Heydt, a.nd Ba.urngart.ner ( l 9il(i). In the latter rnodel, endstoppc.d 
cells eon tribute to illusory contour fonna.tion in a direetion perpendicular to their preferred 
orientation, as Figure 2a depicts. Multiplicative ga.tings of rnany pairs of endstopped cells 
lying along the sarne (perprondicula.r) line are ;;ummed, along with the output. of a. cell 
whose prderred orientation lies a.loug this line. In this manner a. unifirod re.presentation of 
real and illusory contour;; is gr:nrora.ted. Finke.! a.nd Edelrnan (1989) a.dd extra. rnecha.nisrn;; 
to the Preterha.ns cl al. rnodd (Figure II) by first pooling endstoppcd cell activity over 
similar orirmtation;; at the sarne loca.tion into a. "wide-angle" repre:;entation, t•hen spr:cifying 
that termination discontinuities cues t.o occlusion c:a.n a.ri:;c only if a.t least threc. suc:b 
cell pools arc. a.r:tivc along a. line perpendicular to the center (rnean) orientation of these 
wicle-anglr: pools. Finally, perpendicular contour completion between tenninat.ion disconti-
nuities occurs at the occlusion rnodulc. At the tennination discontinuity level, activity can 
be inhibited if the cornrnon termination rnodulc detcrrnines that sonw of t.hc (OJldstopped 
activity is actually arising from a. natma.l corner rather than a. line terrnina.t.ion. Finkel and 
Edclrna.n c:la.irn tha.t their "reentrant" (fcr:dba.ck) system serves to mediate conilicts between 
rea.l and illusory contours, sharpening or elirnina.ting contours as appropri<tte. The great 
importance of line terrnina.tions as occlusion indicators for scene segrnenta.tion is the basic 
tenet of Finkel a.nd Edcln1an's model. The structure of the resulting rnodel rnandates that 
illusory contour fornJ<ttion is mediated only by these tcrrnina.tion,;. 'fhus in their rnoclel il-
lusory con toms formed by edge inducers rnust result from endstoppcd activity arising from 
termination cell activity at the corners of inducing elements, as Figure 2b indicates for the 
simpler rnodel of Petcrha.ns r:t al. 
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Figure ll.: 'fhe mod<'l of Finkel and l·>lelman (Adaptr~d with prmnission from 
F'inlwl & I~dclman, 19k9) 
Kellman and Shipley ( 199 J) have taken the lim~-encl argurnent a step further, c:lairning 
first order spatial and spatioternporaJ discontinuities as the generating features of illuoory 
contours. These discontinuities can lead to illusory contour formation if they an: "relat-
able", that is, if they satisfy certain constraints concerning the intersection of the cxtenr:ions 
of liner: perpendicular to Uw inducing line or corner, ar: indicated by Figure 12. 'l'he dP--
gree to which discontinuitim arc relatable dctcnnines the contour strength, a hypothesis 
supported by several wcent experiments (Shipley & Kellrna.n, 1992b). As in the Finkel 
and Edelrnan model, edge type illuoory contours arc induced by the discontinuities at the 
corners of the inducing elernents (Figure 2b). Shipley and Kellman (1992a) present data. 
indicating that contour clarity is a linear function of the support ratio over a range of o.:l to 
0.8, where the length of thf: supported region and the length of the unsupported region were 
varied independently. Banton and Levi ( 1992) report a. monotonic, hut non-linear, rela-
tion. By scaling the size of their stimuli, with incluccrs and gaps increasing proportionately, 
Shipley and Kellman showed that clarity is a. lixf~d function of support ratio over a range 
of absolute stimulus sizes. 'I'heir support ratio theory holds that for a given illusory figme 
size, more support results in higher clarity. Shipley a.ncl Kcllrnan note that altering the 
retinal size of a stirnulus has no hearing on its clarity since the support ratio is preserved, a 
finding at odds with that, of Dmnais and Bradley ( J 976), who found decrea.e>ing clarity with 
increasing retinal size. However, Durnais and Bradley used a significantly larger range of 
retinal sizes than Shipley and Kellnmn, with an overlap only at the two smallest sizes. A 
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Figure 12: In the mode'! of Kellman and .Shiplcw ( 1991) illusory eon tour fonn<Ction 
only t<tkes place if tlw inducing discontimJities are rela,tahle. This occurs when the 
extensions s1 and 8 2 of the lim's JH'rpc,ndic:ula.r to the discontinuity intersect with 
an oblique angle, sueh as tlwy do in (a). Tlwn' is no relatability in (b) because the 
intersection of s1 and 8 2 is a.crrtc'. (Adapted with permission from I<ellma.n Sz. Shipley, 
1991) 
related property, whereby neural unit;; intemct with other m~ura.l units in a topographically 
rnappccl array over distances that arc proportional to the degree or "fan-in" or input::; to tbc 
unit,s tbernselves is referred to as sdr.>i.mila·r"i/.y by Grossberg (1987). In other words, c:ells 
"responsible for" responding to properties :mcb as oriented contrast in ::;rnall regions rnay 
interact with other like cells over :::rna.!! neighborhoods, where cells re:::ponding to oriented 
contrast in large regions rnay interact with their c:ounteqmrts over correspondinp;ly larger 
neighborhood:::. Shipley and I<ellrnan ( !992a; l<nllrnan & .Shipley, 1991) note that the sup-
port ratio should be incorporated into the rncx:hanics of the illusory contour intccrpolation 
procc;;s, but provide no furtlwr computa.Uonal details. 
Gros:::berg and Mingolla. (19S5a,b, !9K7a.,b) propose the exi:::tcnc<> of two parallel :::ys· 
terns, a Boundary Contour Sy:::tcn1 (BCS) responsible for est<Lbli:::hing boundaries of objcc:l;s, 
and a Feature Contour Systern (FCS) for establishing the color and brightncc;s of these ob-
jects. The BCS represent::; the orientation of boundarie::: at every position and thus it i;; 
within the BCS that the cornpletion required for illu:::ory contour forrnation occurs. It 
;;hould be noted that in Gro:::;;berg and !Vlingolla';; approach the vic;ibility of illu;;ory figures, 
including induced brightnc;;s, involve;; the FCS a.::; well. A;; Figure J:l indicate;;, the first 
stage of the BCS involve;; an array of oriented contrast detectors at each spatial location. 
In the c;econd stage, cells with oppo;;iV~ contrast are pooled to yield a. contrast independent 
boundary repre:::entation. 
Becau::;e units ("cells") c;en:::itive to oric~nted image contrast;; rnay be activated by ::;tirnuli 
falling anywhere within their extended receptive fields, a degree of positional uncertainty is 
inevit<Lbly present in tbr; distribution of rer;ponser; of field;; of ouch unite;. This uncertainty 
become::; acute during the procer;sing of line-ends and corners. For this rea.oon Gro;;;;bcrg 
and Mingolla posit the existence of conrpetitivc nwclmnisrns designed to overcorne uncer 
tainties of local measurernent. These proce;;scs establish "end cuts" at the end of each line 
.... activity at cells with orientation perpendicular to the line. 'I'he cornpetition is divided 
lS 
into two stages. In the first cornpetitive stage cells with the same orientational preference 
in neighboring locations conJ].Wte, functionally genemting "endstopping" in the sense that 
"survivors" of the cornpetit,ion will tend to respond most strongly to the ends of lines or 
corners. In the second competitive stage cells at the sarne location but different orienta-
tions compet.e. End cuts am generated by the cornbination of these two competitionc; as 
follows. Strong vertical activations along the edges of a vertical line inhibit the weaker acti-
vations near the line end. In turn, these weakened vertical activations disinbibit horizontal 
activations near the rmd of the line, thereby generating the perpendicular end cut. 
The final stage in the BCS is that of long mnge completion. In contrast with the 
previous researchers, Crossherg and Mingoll<e br-~lieve completion occurs in direct.ions ap-
proximately p<erallel to the orientation preferred by the "inducing" units of the second 
competitive stage, ratlwr than in directions perpendicular to the orient<ttion preferred by 
"inducing" endstopped cells. The second competitive stage of the BCS could be said to 
render "explicit" the perpendicular "potential for completion" at the ends of lines. To 
accmnplish the cornpletion, bipole filters with bowi.ie-shaped receptive fields take inputs 
frorn spatially disparate cells with orienta.tionaJ preferences whose receptive field umters 
fall roughly along a cornrnon line. Field, Hayes, and Hess ( UJ9:l) have recently referred 
to such a rnechanisrn as an "association field." A bipole cell only fires if both sides of its 
receptive field are r.xcited. These cells feed back to earlier stages, providing orientational 
inforrnation to locations where no "bottonr-up" signals snpported by irnage contrast exist. 
Both edge-type and line-end induc.c,rs excite oriented cells, but for the former bipole cells 
use the orientr'rl activity along tire rxlge directly for completion, while for the latter it is 
the end cuts generated by the first and second competitive stages which are employer! for 
completion. Note that the long range 1\ND cornpletion ernployed by Finkel and Edelman 
(1989) ca.n he a.ccomplished by a. bipole cell, a.;; can a rneasme sirnilar to \,be relatability of 
Kellrnan and Shipley (1991). 
The interaction hetwrx~n low-level oric,nted cello in the model of Finkel and Edelrnan 
( 19ii9) is pmcly cooperative in nature. This implies that we ,;hould observe no funclarnen-
tal (qualitative) change in the computation of illusory contour salience as inducing lines 
approach one another. Thai, is, nrore and rnore endstopped cells (and wide-angle pools) 
beconre active as tlw inducing lirws get closer to one another. If tlw lines have significant 
width then we rnight. also expect oriented cells lying pr~rpenclicular to the inducing elenrents 
to respond. 'T'bc completion process does not explicitly take int.o account t.he number of 
active wide-angle pools or tcnnination discontinuity unit.s, but a greater number of ac-
tive nodes rnight result in a more robu;;t illusory contom representation a.t tbe occlusion 
rnodule. As line density increases the Finkel and Edelman rnodel appears to predict, al 
lcasl a steady kvel of activity, in contradiction to our data. Since there is no rnechanism 
to incorporate edge infonnation, other than "standard" orienV~d cells thai. play no paTl in 
contour' com.plclion, it is also difficult Lo sec how the effect of line width on contour clarity 
within the centra.! gap can be explained by their rnodel. 
Kellman a,]J(l Shipley's model ( 1991) is rrJorr~ phenorncnological than mec:hanistic:ally 
spec:ifited, so it is impossible to say exactly how their system would react t.o increasing 
line density. A straightforward application of their ideas, however, would seem to indicate 
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Figure 14: (a) In tlw Dobbins, Zucker, and Cym1eler (1989) modr'l, endstopping 
is achieved by subtracting the activity of a cell with large n~ceptive field from a cell 
with a smaller reu~ptiv(~ ileld having tho sanw orient.ational preference and position. 
Compare this with the depiction of the (singly) rmclstopped cells of Figure 2a, where 
no inhibition is depic:ted aJong the side's of the rw:eptive field. (b) Short li1Hes will 
cause the endsl.opped cell to n'spoud while' extendced line's will result in rro activity. 
(c) 'I' he addition of a. short, pa.ra.Jlel linr• impinges on the largnr· receptive field but 
not ou tlw smaJh~r, causing a. deernas(:: in nnt activity. (d) Tlw f-irst eom}Wtitive 
stage of tlw BCS (Grossberg & Mingolla, l9il5a,b) can be viewed as a functionally 
similar ;tlternativr~ to the mechanism ofpa.rt (a.). Isotropic inhibition betwec~n oric•nted 
( arrisotropic.) dc,tectors yir'lds cmclstopping. 
that an increasing nurnher and den;;ity of discontinuities should nol inic-rj(:rc with or hinder 
contour fonnation as long a.s the additional discontinuities occur along the same relatability 
lines, as in the stirnuli of our expc,rinwnL Indeed it ;;cern;; that global rcla.ta.bility would 
increa;;e a;; rnorc' and rnorc contour infonnation was provided. The lim~ar, rnonotonically 
increasing relation betwc,c;n contour clarity and ;;upport ratio clainred by I<ellrna.n and 
Shipley (1992a) for ;;olid inducers does not, howevc:r, hold for our experiment. Instead, 
clarity is an inverted-\J as a function of the ;;upport mtio and there is an independent 
effect. of number of lines. That is, figure;; rnade up of differcmt cornbinations of number and 
thickneos of lines (but tire same support ratio) often induce different clarity ratings. 
One might argue that an inverted-U would result if there were sorrrc~ type of interference 
in line-end/discontinuity detection due to lines being too close together. Whether inter-
ference will oc:c:ur depends largely on the strueture of line-end detector being ernployed. 
A line-end detec:tor must by definition have inhibitory lobes which prevent the unit from 
being active when a line or edge passr.s completely through its receptive field. Dobbins, 
Zucker, <1nd Cynader (1989) have proposr~d a. computational rnodel in which end;;topping 
is realized by the inhibition of cells with srnaJl receptive fields by those with larger recep-
tive fields located in the same position with the sarne orientational prefcorenc:e. Figure !4a 
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schematically depicts the receptive field of an endstopped cell resulting from such a process. 
Note that the actual mechanisrn employecd by Dobbins cl al. is a non-linear combination 
of the output of two cells with cornplex receptive fields, and thus Figure 14a repre~>ents a 
rnarked simplification of their concept. By subtracting large scale activity from srnall Beale 
activity, a responoe occurs for short lines which fall entirely within the smaller receptive 
field but not for extended lines which pass cornpletely through this fie~lcl, as Figure 14b 
indicates. Note that Figure 2a depicts a difFerent conception of endstopping. The issue 
of relevance to the present discussion is not one of "single" versus "double" endstopping, 
however. In both cases unit activity will be chccreasexl whenever any stimulus impinges on 
the inhibitory region of the endstopped cell. Figure l<lc, however, shows how, in a rnodel 
along the lines of Dobbins ct a/. ··· but not in the scheme of Figure 2a the addition of 
a neighboring parallel line can decrease unit response. A more explicit lateral inhibition 
is posited in t,he derivation of cmdstopped cells by Hcitger, Rosentbaler, von der Heydt, 
Peterhans, and Kubler (1992). Can this interference effect be used to explain our data? 
Remember that the peaks of our inverted- U clarity curves occurred at relatively large 
Iince spacings with respect to line widths. Since individual linccs are dearly resolvable (i.e. 
each line appears clear and distinct, in terrns of both position and sharpness) there must 
exist cells with receptive fields sufficiently srnall to register each line clc:arly and indepen-
dently. It ser~n1s unlikeJy, in the Dobbins ct al. (1989) paradigm, that inhibitory lobes for 
endstopping at this small scale would cxtrmd out; to the distance,, for which we observed 
interference cffect,s. More probable is that there exist cells of multiple spatial scales (King.· 
dom & Moulden, 1992; Grossberg & Mingolla, 19k5a,b; Watt & Morgan, 191\5). Detectors 
with snmll receptive linlds would be able to resolve individual lines, but neighboring lines 
would interkrr~ with Uw reoponse of endstoppccl detectors with larger fields. If cliocontinu-
ities and line-ends (and thuo illusory contour fonnation) were deterrnined primarily at the 
larger scales, Uwn an inverted·· U with increasing denoity rnight in fact be observed with 
the Dobbins cl a./. endstopping rnechanism. 
We can think of the: firot competitive stage~ in Uw 13CS of Crosslwrg and Mingolia 
(!9R5a,b, !987a.,h) as a functionally similar alte~rna.tive to the enclstoppecl detector rnod<'l 
of Dobbins cl al. (1989). Compare Figure 14d, which depicts the first cornpetitive stage of 
the BCS, with Figure 14a. In the BCS, as parallel lines approach one another, cornpetition 
between like-oriented cells at neighboring locations would tend to weaken the rr~sponses 
to these lines in the firot competitive stage (Figure: 14cl). 'I'he subsequent cornpetition 
between orient<ltions at the same·: location would then yield rnuch weakc:r end cuts than 
would otherwise occur. Parallel cornpletion would result in less salient contours due to these 
weaker end cuts. Since the inducing line:s arc veridically perceived there are no vi.oiblc 
interference effects·- this process cannot occur at a very srnall scale and so we rnust hero too 
invoke the notion of rnultiple spa.ti<tl 0caJes of detectors or rather n1ultiplc scales of BCS 
n1echanisnJs. The interaction between scales in the BCS has been c!esc:ribed in discussions 
of disparity tuning, depth, and figure-ground separation (Groooberg, 1987, 1992). Note 
that the converse effect of ornall scale information disturbing contour formation has long 
been known ... inducer features such as tlw shape of ends of lineo can have a profound effect 
on contour strength (Ehrenstein, 1941; Kennedy, 1988). 
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The models of Finkel and Edelman (191\9), Kellman and Shipley (1991), and Peterhans 
ct nl. (1986) are insufficient to explain the effec.ts observed in this experiment, while 
that of Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a,b, 19ts7a,b) may have the necessary mechanisms to 
explain our experirnental data but presently lacks sufficient. pararnetric specification of their 
interactions. In any u"e, our data appears to require t-hat interference between parallel lines 
rnust occur at sorne point in any successful rnoclel of illusory contour formation. Interfemnc.e 
ma.y result either from a competitive rnechanisrn or from the tendency of dense, parallel 
lines to inhibit endstopped cell activity. Since the discontinuity models include cells wbo::;e 
primary purpose is illusory contour formation, those models could be elaborated to inc:lude 
long range competition between only these enclstopped/discontinuity cells. Interference 
might be ob:::erved in illu:::ory contour forrnation while perception of the inducing lines 
would remain HrH:hanged. 
Badcock and Westlwirner (J9N5a,b) otHcliecl the positional repulsion and attraction ef-
fects of thin (half a. minute of visual arc) parallel lines in vernier hyperacuity a.nd found 
such lines a.Jfect one another over a broad range, with repulsion donlinating for separa-
tions of over 4 minutes of arc, and attraction dorninating for like-contrast lines at closer 
distances. 'I'he repulsion was obc;erved to extend out to 12 rninute::; of separation the 
rna.ximurn distance they tested. Although the lines used by Baclcock and Westheirncr were 
thinner thmr the thinnest employed in our experirnent, their experimcmto ::;how that there 
can be interference effect::; between diotant parallel Jineo, even though the appearance of 
the lines thernoelves rerm1ins unchanged. It is important to note that the range of line sep-
aration;, over which repulsion c~ffects were observed in the Badcock and Westheirner study 
overlaps the range of separations between inducing line::; in our experiments. It i::; plaHsible 
to asc;ume that similar repulsion effects were pre::;cnt for our stirnuli. If the hypothe::;i::; of 
:oelf-oirnilarity (Gro;;sberg, 191\7) holds, then repul:::ion effects for thicker lines rnay extend 
even further than the ranger: rncasured by Ba.dcock and Westheimer for thin lines. 
The brightness e!Iec:t:o observed in conjunctions with illusory figures rerrra.in virtually 
untouched by the rnocleling conrnmnity. 'I'hc role of conventional brightness contrast in 
cc;t.ablishing illusory brightne::;s ha.o he<~n wdl studi<~d in the dornain of edge type inducer;, 
(Brigner IV. Gallagher, 1974; lla.lpcrn, Sa.lznran, Harric;on, IV. Widanmn, 198:)) but ouch con-
tra.::;t plays little pa.rt with line-end type inducers. As early a.::; 1975 Frisby and Cla.tworthy 
were hypothesizing tbc dfcct. of "brightness buttons" at the end;; of line:::, a. hypothesis 
taken up by Kennedy (1CJ78a, 1978b, JCJRS) and others (Day IV. .lory, 191\0; Ciro::;c;berg IV. 
Mingolla., 1985a,b, 1987a,b; .lory Sr. Day, 1979). This effect is often referred to a.::; clissirni-
la,tion (.lory IV. Day, 1979). Increment tlrrec;hold te::;to; by .lory (1987) confirm an increased 
sensitivity in the region at the ends of line::;. Moulden and l<ingclorn ( 1989) have posited the 
existence of a similar dissimilation in explaining White';, effect (White, I 979) a.nd proposed 
a. mechanic;rn for accomplishing it. The effect of dis::;irnila.tion on illusory brightncs;; has 
been widely accepted, but ha.s yet to find its way into any fully specified models. 
The BCS/FCS of Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a,b; !987a,b) is the only rnoclel of the 
three that directly addresses the problern of brightness, but it provides no rnechanisrn 
capable of provi<ling the illusory brightening of "buttons" at line ends. Recently, however, 
Gove (199:l) has developed just mrch a. wecbanism in his dissertation research on extending 
Figure 15: Illusory eon tour in tlw abscmce of luminance' discontinuities perpen-
dicul<H to the direction of complc•tion. The luminance' of each induet~r fa.lls ofT in space 
as a Gaussian function snch tlrat background luminance' is reac:hed at a. distance one-
third of the way to tlw nearest inducer, leaving long central gaps of homogeneous 
lumina.nee. T'lw gradual fa.lJ-off in inducPr lumimlno~ eliminatns i;Jl(l sharp cornnrs 
whic:h discontinuity-ba.sed theories rc'quire for e>dge' type' c:omplc,tion, a.s in Figure' 2b, 
yet eh~ar i11usory contmns an~ perc:niv(~cl spanning the homogmwous C(~ntraJ ga.ps. 
the BCS/FCS architecture. 
Dissirnilation elfec.Ls n'quin' the exi:;tr,ncc of orientationally :>cn:>itive brightncs:; contrast 
nrccha.nisrns such a:; the simple version propo0cd by Frisby and Clatwortby (197!l). 'T'he 
non-rnonotonicity of hrightne0s with increasing linn den0ity irnplies that an interference 
nrccha.nisrn similar to tha.t in the clarity case HIUHt be present. 'fbe strong 0irnilaritics 
between clarity and brightncs:; dfc,ct.s peaks at roughly the 0a.rnc line den0ity raise the 
po:>sibility that the 0arne sy0tcrn is responsible' for both effects. 
Proponent:; of di:;continuity theories might find support in Uw nearly monotonic increase 
in clarity to a. plateau level ob0crved with increasing line. width (for a given number of lines). 
A:> <11ine thickens it progres:;es from a. single functional discontinuity to two di0continuitie0 
(corners). For discontinuity rnodel;;, after a certain thicknes;; no a.ddit;iona.l width will aid 
in contour forrna.tion since the mnnber of discontinuities i:; fixed a.t two. The saturating 
a0pect of our line width plots (Figure 8) i0 thu:; consi.stent with these theories. 
Discontinuity theorir>;; can aloo be compared with our da.ta on the sub0et of stirnuli that 
arc di0continuity equivalent (Figure 5). An a.na.ly0is of the clarity of the 15 discontinuity 
equivalent via. mpea.tr>cl nH:a.0urc ANOVA cases shows statistically 0ignifica.nt differences 
(JJ < 0.05) in 4 case:>, with the rncan c:la.rity of tlw wider-lined stirnuli a.lwa.y.o being higher 
than that of it:> discontinuity partner. It appears, although not unequivocally., that cor-
ners and line-ends differ in their eflic:acy as discontinuities. Although neither Finkel and 
Edelman (1989) nor Kellman and Shipley (1991) have claimed exact equivalence of such 
discontinuities, they have made no r:taternents about their relative efficacy, tending to treat 
thenr interchangeably. In general, it ir: clf~ar that strict discontinuities in luminance, in the 
r:enr:e of lines or edges perpendicular to completed illusory contours, are not required for 
illusory contour formation. Figure 11.1 of Shapley and Gordon ( 1987) displays a disk of 
homogeneous lurninance on a background coni,a.ining a shallow gradient, whose luminance 
exactly rnatches that of tlre disk along thro latter's vertical diameter. This figure, and a 
different one involving shallow luminance gradients described in the text of page J 77 of 
Grosr:berg and Mingolla (198!\a), evoke the perc:eption of contour completion in the ab-
r:ence of perpendicular inducing contours, although the objection could be raised that the 
gap to be c:ornpletcd is narrow. Figure 15, however, depicts long illusory contours that 
cannot be explained by discontinuity theories. 'fire lurnina.ncc of each inducer is defined 
by a Gaussian fall-off in space, web that there are no sharp corners analogous to those of 
Figure 2b which are capable of triggering dismntinuity dntectors. 
Conclusion 
'J'hrough experirnents involving a parametric study of stimuli consisting of cornbina-
tions of rcdge type and line-end inducing elements, we have measmed the effects of several 
configuml determinants on illusory contour fonna.tion. Both clarity and brightness exhibit 
an inverted--U with respect to nurnbcr of lines (and line cknsity) and an increase to a 
plateau with incrcasinp; line width. Although the upward r:loping part of the invcrted-U 
as a. function of line density is reconcilable with several existing rnodr~ls of illusory contour 
fonnation, Urrc downward slope which occurs with further increar:cr: in thcr:c pararnctcrr: 
is not fully explained by any current model. We Jwlieve, however, that extcnc;ions of t.hc 
Boundary Contour Systern of Grosr:berg and Mingolla (191\Ga,h, 191\7a,h) oifer the best 
possibility of quantitatively fitt.inp; our data. Our pr:ychophysical data mandate that any 
valid model rnust include interference dfcctr: between para.lld lines or between tho;;e neural 
units responsible for cornplction of bouJHlary signalr: in directions perpendicular to the ends 
of thin Jines. Finally, the significant elfcct of line width on contour clarity is ineon:>istent 
with any rnodel which employ:> only completion Jlf~rpcndicular to inducer orientation. 
While investiga.tions of illu:>ory contours have long been dornina.ted by presentations 
of cornpelling exarnpleo or counterexanrplcs for theories, our :otudy helps to extend the 
parametric understanding of the processes of illusory contour forrnation. Cornputational 
rnodels of illuoory contour forrnation have only been proposed within the last decade. We 
believe that the next phase~ of resr~arcb should include the para.JJJetric testing of these 
rnodels on analogs of stirnuli shown to lmman observr:rs, so that a deeper understanding of 
the 1nechanisms of early vision can emerge. 
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